On the Na+,K+ pump in fluctuating membrane potentials.
The present work investigates the usefulness of noise in the activity of the Na+,K+ pump. Random gating activity of the neighboring ion channels causes local fluctuations of the electric potential. They are modeled by a Markovian symmetric dichotomic noise, added to the membrane potential. The noise-averaged pump current is calculated for a general rectangular voltage signal and the model parameters of the effective two-state enzyme cycle are tuned to fit experimental results. Then, using these parameters, the amount of transported charge is calculated, and studied as a function of noise intensity. Signal and noise characteristics are identified at which fluctuations enhance pump activity. The biological impact of this phenomenon seems to be absent in physiological conditions for it occurs at noise amplitudes over 50 mV, which are unlikely to appear due to ion channels. However, under some conditions, externally applied dichotomic noise of intensity about 150 mV may sensibly increase the quantity of transported charge.